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Enjoy in Safety
Magic Penny magnets have been designed to be beautiful and safe for all ages from
8 to 108. They can be used both in the home and in school and by scientists and nonscientists alike. Before release, they were tested in the UK for safety to CE standards.
Like any magnets, Magic Penny magnets should be used responsibly. They are quite
heavy and can be attracted strongly to each other and to magnetic objects. They
should not be brought close (usually no nearer than 40cm/16”) to any device sensitive
to magnetism, such as:
Heart Pacemakers / Metal Implants
Watches
Cards / tickets with magnetic strips
Audio / video tapes / computer discs
Televisions / electronic equipment.
The magnets should be stored and transported surrounded by coins and preferably
kept in the box. Magnets sometimes need to be declared before boarding an aircraft.
This book should be kept with the magnets for reference.
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This book describes the amazing things you can do safely with two Magic
Penny Magnets and the real magnetic 1p (20), 2p (5), 5p (6), and 10p (1) coins
of the United Kingdom.
All are contained in the 4th Edition of the award-winning Magic Penny Kit.
The magnets were specially designed by Robin Willson, a professor at Brunel
University London for the Magic Penny Society (now Trust).
The book was written with Patrick Riley a professor in the University of London,
and Daniel Harris a Brunel engineering graduate.
The Magic Penny Kit has the strong support of Sir Arnold Wolfendale, the 14th
Astronomer Royal, and of the Institute of Physics, the The Royal Institution and
Brunel University, London. It is manufactured in China by Dowling Magnets,
Sonoma, CA, USA.

The Magic Penny Trust is a UK Registered Charity supporting educational
projects worldwide.
“Investigating Magnetism” by Robin L Willson, Patrick A Riley and Daniel J Harris,
Brunel University, London, ISBN 1-872166-38-5 © 1995-2013.
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PLAYING, THINKING, INVESTIGATING, CREATING
20 YEARS OF SCIENCE AND ART
This little book outlines some of the many things that have been enjoyed by
children and adults around the world using Magic Penny magnets, and real
magnetic coins of the United Kingdom. One penny (1p) and, two penny (2p) coins
of the UK have been magnetic since 1992, the five penny (5p) and ten penny
(10p) coins since 2011. (1)
Magic Penny magnets are different from ordinary magnets. They are ceramic
block magnets that have been covered in beautiful non-magnetic stainless steel.
They were specially designed to enable a large number of amazing things to be
done with magnetic coins, safely, and over and over again.
This book was first published in 1995 and many top scientists and engineers were
amazed by many of the experiments described. This 4th edition, revised and
expanded, describes even more remarkable, exciting and completely novel
experiments.
Throughout the book there are references (numbers in brackets) to notes at the
end where assitance, additional information and answers to questions can be
found. Photographs and further information can also be found on the websites:
www.MagicPenny.org

and www.MagneticCoins.info
ii
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WHAT IS WAITING FOR YOU
TO DISCOVER ?
"Discovery is seeing what
everybody else has seen and
thinking what nobody else has
thought.”
Albert Szent Györgyi (2)

Coin Array Isomers
How many coins in each group?
iii
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SMILE, SPARKLE AND HAVE FUN!
Can you make a Queen go head over heels in two directions at once, spin like a top
at over a thousand revolutions a minute, walk a tightrope or somersault on a bridge?
Using ordinary pennies would you like to build levitating pyramids, rocket launchers,
aeroplanes, rotating earrings, nodding birds or floating balloons? Would you like to do
some of the exciting magnetic coin tricks now being done by others?
With this book we will show you how and lots, lots more!
With the Magic Penny magnets and everyday things such as a ruler, coathangers,
cans and cutlery, real UK pennies will seem to come to life. You can also make a
compass and an electric motor, magnetise table knives and screwdrivers, or make
your own giant fridge sculptures or painted mandalas.
You will be able to do things that many top scientists and engineers have found
amazing. Things that before the change of the United Kingdom pennies from bronze
to steel in 1992, none of them had seen.
Have fun investigating magnetism: this is the aim of this book. If the experiences
obtained, the questions asked and the answers given, make you more interested in
science and its history, so much the better.
1.
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INVESTIGATIONS
23. Rocket Launcher

1. Push, Pull, Twist, Rock and Roll
2. Mind the Gap
3. Wakey-Wakey
4. Stick and Stand
5. Stand and Squeeze
6. Rows and Columns
7. Brunel Grip
8. Rulers and Doubles
9. Hester´s Rose and Penny´s Poppy
10. Flower Petal Packing
11. Pyramids and Hexagons with Holes
12. Maria-Victoria Rose of Patagonia
13. Sovereign Crown
14. Marble Arch
15. Fancy a Sandwich
16. Eagle has Landed
17. Balancing Pujol Diamond
18. Nodding Bird
19. Rocking Magnetism Detector
20. Let your Imagination Fly
21. Expanding Iron Bridge
22. Dan´s Toast Rack

24. Like a Rolling Cog
25. Intelligent Gears
26. Hanging Around
27. Blow Spinning Olympics
28. Dangling and Swinging
29. Magnetic Rope Tricks
30. Elastic Stretching
31. Levitating Pyramid
32. Penny Balloons
33. On theTight Wire
34. Up Ramps over Bridges
35. Bean Can with Earrings
36. Barrel Rolling
37. Latin Dancing
38. Pirouetting Pennies
39. Blowing Spinning Towers, Diamonds
40. Notes, Dolllar Bills and String
41. Science on a Match Stick
42. Magic Penny´s Valentine Motor
43. Screwdrivers, Knives and Spoons
44. Magic Penny Magnet Compass
2.
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The block shape, size, magnetic
nature and covering of the Magic
Penny Magnet have been carefully
chosen.

N

Unlike the common horseshoe or
bar magnets the poles are not on
the ends but on the sides. Most of
the investigations listed opposite
Plastic end plug
rely on this difference.

S
N
Horseshoe magnet
S
N

N

S Non-magnetic

stainless steel

With two of these magnets it is easy to show how magnets can:
(i) cause magnetic coins to stick,stand, stack, pack, align, project, hang,
bridge, levitate, balance, swing, slide, roll (rotate), spin,
not only when in contact with the coins but also remotely.
(ii) cause a wire to move when an electrical current, from a battery,
is passed through the wire.
Some investigations are very simple, others may need a little patience. You
may prefer to start at the beginning and if something is not easy, move on
and return later. You may like to take notes or photographs of your own
creations. Whatever you decide, have fun!
3.
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Let´s begin by trying to find out more
about the magnets and the arrows marked
on their ends.

mind your fingers and toes

Lie the magnets side by side, apart and
investigate what happens when you move
one towards the other.
How many different arrow position
combinations can you find in which the
magnets are attracted towards each other
and how many when they appear to repel
each other?
Notice how when the magnets stick
together tightly in some positions you can
rotate one magnet end to end around its
centre and the magnets will stay sticking
together. When this is done in some other
positions the magnets appear to repel
each other. Why do you think this is? (3)
4.
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Hold the magnets on their
ends on a smooth surface
about 10 cm / 4" apart.
Hold one magnet tightly. Hold
the other very loosely so it can
rotate freely on its end, ringed
by your hand.
Rotate the tightly held magnet
slowly.
Watch the arrows on the ends. What happens to the loosely held magnet? One
magnet is responding to the magnetic changes caused by moving the other.
What do you think the arrows signify? (4)
Do you know what scientists call the space in which magnets exert their effects?(5)
NB. You may see the effect more easily if you enclose the loose magnet in a loosefitting paper roll tube. The above diagrams are drawn for left handers.
5.
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2. MIND THE GAP
By now you will have noticed how strong the
magnets are and how they can come together
with a snap. They are held together by the
magnetic forces within and around them.
The attractive force between the magnets
(arrows pointing in the same direction) gets
less as the gap between them widens.
What is the thickest book or pile of books, or
card, that can be placed between them before
the lower magnet cannot be supported?
What force causes the lower magnet to fall?
(6)
The effects of magnets on other magnetic objects
can be reduced by surrounding the magnets with
magnetic material. Why is this? (7)

how
thick?

6.
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Join the magnets with arrows in line. Hold them as shown below.
Can you attach coins to your fingers? Do they attach vertically or horizontally ?
Which coins attach most easily?
Join the magnets with arrows opposed. How many 1p coins need to be
attached to the magnets before you can no longer attach a coin under your
fingers?

arrows in line

coin vertical

arrows opposed

coin horizontal

arrows opposed

coin not attached

7.
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3. WAKEY WAKEY
Have you ever slid a paper clip, an iron nail or a flat magnet along the surface of a
board, tray, table mat or piece of card using a magnet placed underneath?
Try doing the same with a new penny lying flat on the surface and moving the
Magic Penny magnet along underneath.
Is it easier when the magnet arrow
is pointing in certain directions?
Now form a stronger double magnet
by joining two magnets side by side
with the magnet arrows in line and
pointing towards the underside of the
board.
What happens when you try to move
the flat coin using the double
magnet? Does the coin sometimes
flip over onto its other side?
Does it sometimes stand on its rim?
8.
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Try bringing the double magnet up
under a 1 to 2 cm thick book on which
a penny is placed flat. Does it quickly
stand upright?
Try adjusting the thickness of the book
and the slant of the double magnet so
that the penny gets up slowly and
hovers in a sloping position. How do
you think this is caused? (8)
9.
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4. STICK AND STAND
Place the coins in a heap and pick some up with one of the
magnets. In what different ways do the coins stick to the magnet?
Do they stick differently to different sides?

a

b
side view

?

c

?

d

?

e

end view

side view

end view

In c, d and e which way do the arrows on the ends of the magnets point?(9)
10.
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Lie a magnet with its arrows pointing upwards
on a flat, stable (non-shaking) surface. Stand a
penny on its rim in the centre of the top side of
the magnet. Does it prefer to stand with the face
of the coin in line with the length of the magnet?
Try flicking the edge of the coin gently with a
finger. What happens?
If you do it repeatedly and look down from
above do you see the diagonal cross effect
shown in the diagram?

pull

release

If you pull the coin away from the centre
towards the end of the magnet and then release
it does it spring back towards the centre as if it
was on a piece of elastic? Does the coin slide
back or does it roll?
What happens if you attach another 1p coin to
the centre of each of the side faces and then
slide them back and forth together?
11.
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5. STAND AND SQUEEZE
If you stand a second penny on the
top of the magnet do the pennies
stand together or apart?
What happens to one coin when you
move the other coin around.
Do the two coins stick together when
squeezed?

squeeze

What happens if you try doing the
same near one of the ends of the
magnet and then release both coins?
Hold two coins together in the centre
and place another penny on its rim on
top.
Do they all now stick together in a
triangle?

12.
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6. ROWS AND COLUMNS
squeeze

Need help? (10)

Can you build a four coin square in the centre
on top of the magnet?
Does it remain stable when you place another
coin on top of the four?
Can you build a penny square near the end of
the centre of the magnet?
Can you build a 19 penny rectangle?
Are squares easier to build than triangles?
13.
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7. BRUNEL GRIP
Place four 1p coins in a row on top of the
magnet. Place two 2p coins on top as shown.

2

2

Using both hands grip the centres of each
triangular array and pull apart.
When you release them do they stay apart or
move back together?

2

2

Now repeat, but before releasing completely, try
and hold the coins apart with one hand and
place another coin in between.
Have you a non-magnetic (NM) coin, such as a
current US 1 cent or a current 20p, 50p,
1 pound or 2 pound UK coin, like the one with a
portrait of Isambard Kingdom Brunel on it.?
If so, try repeating the above, but placing the
non-magnetic coin between the 2p coins.

2 NM 2

14.
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8. RULERS AND DOUBLES
Enjoy creating and naming your own magnetic coin rim-standing sculptures.
A ruler on top of the magnet, two magnets together, and coins of other sizes,
increase the possibilities.
How many different shaped
groups of similar 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7
coins can you build?
What happens when you try to
make a row of eight coins
without a ruler?

ruler
15.
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9. HESTER'S ROSE AND PENNY'S POPPY
Take a 1 p coin and lie it flat. How many other coins of exactly the same size can
you fit around it? Whatever the size of the centre coin the answer is always six.
We call these seven coin arrangements Hester´s roses. Some people might call
them mandalas. They can also be called hexagonal arrays because they can fit
exactly into a hexagon.
What happens when all the outer coins (the petals) are the same size, but the
central coin is different?
Take a 1p coin and lie six 5p coins around it? Do they pack exactly together?
When they are packed tightly together and the centre coin touches all the others,
is there a space left between the outer coins?
Take a 5p coin and lie six 1p coins around it ? Do they fit exactly? Is there a
space near the centre coin left when you try and pack them tightly together?
Take a 5p coin and see how many 2p coins can fit around it. Do five 2p coins
pack together almost perfectly? Why is this? (11)
16.
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Now let´s try and see if these flowers can stand vertically by stacking the
different coins on their rims on top of a magnet (arrows up).
Can you see how tightly the different coin combinations pack together? A
piece of white paper behind the coins might help you to see.

1
1

1
1

2

1

2

1
1

1
1

perfect
close packed
hexagon

2

2

1

1
1

Hester’s Rose

1

2

1
Penny's Poppy

ring
gap

centre
gap

near perfect
close packed
pentagon

17.
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10. FLOWER PETAL PACKING
5 5
5
2 1
1 10
2
5

2

5

1 10
1 5

5

10

1 5
1 5
2

5

2

5 5
2 1 10
1 5

5
1
5
2 5

5
1
5
2 5

2

10

2

2

5
2

2

5

2

2
5
5
5 1
1 10

2
2

2
2

5 10
2

10

5
2 1
5
1 5
5
5
10
1
5
1 2

5 2
5 1
5
2 5
2

5
2

5 10
2 1 5
1 5

2

2

5

5
5 1
1 10
5 5
2
5 1
1 10

Near Perfect Close
Packing Combinations
with 1p, 5p, 10p centres.
To see which coin flower
combinations fit best
stack on a magnet and
look for gaps.

18.
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1

1
2

1
1

1
1

5 5
1
2 1
5
1 10

2

1

2
5

5

1 5

5 5
1
2 5
1
1 10

5

1

2

5

5 5

1

1

5
10

1

5
1

5

2

1 10

5
5

1

2

5

1 10
5 5

5

2

2

5

10
5

5

2

1
1

5

1

1

1

1
5

5 1
5
2 5
1
1 10
1 5
5
2 1
5
1 10

1 5 1
1 2 1
1 5
5 5
5
2 1
1
1 10
1

1

2

2
5

2

5
5

5 10
10 5
5 2 5
5
2 5

5 5
10

1

5
5

Near-Perfect Coin
combinations with
2p centre.

1

1
5

2

5
5

1 10

5 1
1
2 5
5
1 10

5 1
Are any exactly
1
the same, but
2 5 rotated a little?
1
5 10
Are any
mirror
5 5
images
5
of each
2 5
10
other?
5 2
(12)

19.
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11. PYRAMIDS AND HEXAGONS WITH HOLES

First, practice making pyramids (triangles) or hexagons without holes, using
only 1p coins. Is it easier to fit the bottom corner coins of large pyramids last?
To create holes, work with two hands, sometimes holding two or three coins
together at the same time. What prevents the upper coins falling into the
holes? (13)
How many coins would you need to build a complete triangle ( a 2-dimensional
pyramid) with 10 coins in the bottom row? Do you know a quick way to
calculate this number? (14)
20.
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12. MARIA-VICTORIA ROSE OF PATAGONIA
With the central coin replaced, the
previous hexagonal group (array)
contains 19 coins. This beautiful rose
contains the same 19 coins but in a
different arrangement. (15)
In chemistry, two molecules with the
same atoms but in a different
arrangement are called “isomers”. (16)
Sometime, you might like to lie as many coins as
possible flat on a table and enjoy grouping them
together in different arrangements. Do you know what
is the smallest number of similar coins which can be
grouped together to form a regular close-packed
hexagon and also a square with equal rows and
columns? (17)
Where can you often see close-packed hexagon and
row and column arrangements? (18)
21.
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13. SOVEREIGN CROWN
NM
2
5

5
10

5
5

5
5

NM

This is a variation of the Lincoln
Crown featured in the 3rd Edition.
A non-magnetic coin, slightly larger
than a 1p coin, here a UK sovereign
(one pound) coin, is held in position
by the other coins pressing against it.

22.
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14. MARBLE ARCH
2

2
5

5

5

This arch, a variation of the
Lincoln Arch of the 3rd Edition,
is another example of how to
hold a non-magnetic coin, or
other object, (even a glass
marble!), in place.

5

Slide together

2

CARE: In which direction
should the magnet arrows
point? (19)
How wide can you build a
similar vertical arch between
two magnets using all
magnetic coins?

5

2

NM
5

5

5

23.
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15. FANCY A SANDWICH
2

2

b

a

d
e
c

Need help? (20)
24.
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16. EAGLE HAS LANDED
NM
B

In the previous sculptures the coins have been based on the upper face of a
magnet with the arrows pointing up. Could they also have been built with the
arrows pointing down? (21) In this sculpture, the arrows on both magnets
point in the same direction, but now horizontally, and the coins link what was
previously the top and bottom faces.
The shaded coins lie behind the others with the upper central shaded coin
lying behind the other two. This provides a slot into which a US penny or any
other non-magnetic coin can be inserted for display.(22)
25.
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17. BALANCING PUJOL DIAMOND
Place a 2p coin flat near each end of the top face of a
magnet (arrows up). Stand a 1p coin on its rim between
them and place another 1p on top. What happens
when you slide the 2p coins back and forth along the
magnet?

Slide

Slide

What happens when the above is repeated using two
magnets one on top of the other and 1p coins are
attached in the form shown, so forming a diamond?
How important are the two 2p coins in keeping the
diamond balanced?
Can it be kept balanced without the coins or with 1p
instead of 2p coins?
Can you make a balancing stand out of 7 magnetic
coins that is able to support a non-magnetic coin? (23)
26.
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18. NODDING BIRD
Tap
Place a 2p coin flat near the end of the
top face of the magnet (arrows up).
Stand a 2p coin on its rim near the
centre.
Attach a 1p to the 2p coin, not by its rim,
but by overlapping the 2p so forming the
shape of a bird.If the head of the bird is
tapped does it appear to drink from a
dish and then lift its head back up.?
Now attach a 1p coin to the centre of the
back and front faces of the magnet.
Can you make the bird drink without
touching it, by sliding the side coins back
and forward together?
Why do you think this happens ? (24 )
27.
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19. ROCKING MAGNETISM DETECTOR
Have you managed to make the nodding bird on the previous page?
Using similar principles let´s try and build a magnetic detector which will
respond when you rotate another magnet 20 cm ( 8”) from it.
Place a magnet, arrows up, on a flat surface. Attach a 2p coin flat on the
pole face near each end of the magnet.
Hold two 1p coins vertically and slightly apart across the face of the
magnet near its centre and attach a 2p coin vertically to the rims of both
coins.
Stand a 10p coin on top of the 2p coin and then a 5p coin on top of the
10p.
Grip the balancing 2p coin with both hands and adjust until the three
balancing coins are vertical.
Stand a 1p coin vertically on each of the flat (horizontal) 2p coins.
28.
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10
1

2

1
end
view

side view
What happens when the twisting magnet is covered in coins or a book, or a
steel can, is placed between it and the detector?
Do the vertical side 1p coins make any difference to the detector sensitivity?
29.
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20. LET YOUR IMAGINATION FLY
Place a magnet on a flat surface
(arrows up). Form a tight stack of ten
to fifteen 1p coins and carefully place
the stack in the centre of the top side
of the magnet.

Sharp tap

Holding one end of the magnet
tightly, gently but sharply tap the
other end. How far can you get the
pennies to fly out without falling off?

Can you build a better aeroplane than this?
What is the longest wingspan you can make?
30.
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Place two magnets (one
arrows up, one arrows down)
side by side, 10cm / 4¨ apart
on a flat surface.

Slide
together

Place a stack of 7 coins on
the centre of each.
Slide the magnets slowly
together and then pull them
apart.
How far can you make your
bridge span?

Slide
apart

Did you notice anything
interesting when you were
stacking the coins? (25)
31.
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22. DAN'S TOAST RACK
Here is another beautiful example of
how magnetic objects can sometimes
appear to repel each other as they
move and rest separately when near
to one or more magnets.
Hold the two magnets next to each
other over the corner of a book or
table, as shown in the diagram.
Grip eight 1p coins in a neat pile and
place centrally in the corner formed
between the two magnets. Release
the coins.
What happens? Stroke them gently
and you will find that they space
themselves at equal distances from
each other.
32.
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Here is a striking example of
how two magnetic objects can
become attached to each
other when placed near one or
more magnets.
Hold a 2p coin at an angle
overlapping the top edge of
the end of a magnet (arrows
up). Roll a 1p on its rim until it
touches the 2p and sticks to it.
Hold another 2p coin against the other end of the magnet at a similar angle to
the first. Slide the first 2p slowly and steadily down and away from the
magnet keeping its face in contact with the end edge. As it moves away the
1p will slowly move over the edge of the magnet. If care is taken at the point
where the 2p goes below the end edge of the magnet, the 1p will detach itself
from the 2p, rapidly roll along the length of the magnet and stick to the other
2p. It can then be fired back in a similar manner. How many times can you do
it without the 1p falling over?
33.
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24. LIKE A ROLLING COG

Place a magnet (arrows up) on
top of a ruler. Attach a 1p coin
(Queen facing you) to the
underside of the ruler beneath
the magnet.

When the Queen goes head over
heels backwards on the upper coin
does she go forwards on the lower
coin?
Attach a third coin and perhaps a
fourth. How do these rotate? Try a
mixture of coins.
.
If a 1p coin is in contact with a 2p
coin how many times does the 1p
rotate for each rotation of the 2p.
(27) On what does the number of
times depend? (28)

Slide the magnet back and forth
along the ruler. Notice how the
penny rolls and does not slide.
Why do you think this is? (26)
Attach a second coin (Queen
facing you) by its rim to the first.
Move the magnet again.
34.
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25. INTELLIGENT GEARS

In a machine, if the teeth
of three cogwheels all
touch each other, can
they rotate? (29)

What happens when you
slide the magnet slowly
back and forth in a
straight line?

Place a magnet (arrows
up) on top of a ruler and
attach two 2p coins
underneath.

Try overlapping the inner
side edges of the two 2p
coins slightly and hang
another three 1p coins
from the central 1p coin.
Now again slide the
magnet back and forth in
a straight line. How do
the coins rotate?

Attach a 1p coin to both
2p coins so that the rims
of all the coins are in
contact.
35.
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26. HANGING AROUND
c

b

a

Hester’s Rose
Pendants

2

E

d

e
2

How long?
How wide?

Bunch of
grapes

How different?
Need help? (30)
36.
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E

E

b

a

e
E

E

c

2
2

d

2
Need help? (31)
37.
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27. BLOW SPINNING OLYMPICS
Suspend a chain of coins as shown. Using a straw, blow against the face of
the 2p near its side. How fast and for how long can you make it spin?
Try with a longer and a shorter chain. Is starting to make the coin spin easier
or more difficult? Can the coin be spun more rapidly before it falls off?
Can any of the higher coins be made to spin? Can you make a coin spin
without using a straw? Does the 2p always stop with the same face pointing
towards you? (32)
What do you think is the longest time a coin has
been kept spinning by blowing? (33) What do
you think is the fastest a coin has been made to
spin? How do you think the speed can be
measured?(34)
If you blew the coin and let it stop 100 times
how many times do you think it would stop with
the Queen´s head facing you? (35) On what
does the ease of spinning depend? (36)

38.
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28. DANGLING AND SWINGING
If instead of doubling
up the magnets you
place one magnet
below a chain of coins
(all magnet arrows up),
can you now suspend
even more coins?
What do you think the
record is for the
number of coins in the
longest suspended
chain? (37)
If you move the lower magnet from
side to side or roll it over, do the
coins swing and sometimes also
change directions? Why do you
think this happens? (38)
39.
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29. MAGNETIC ROPE TRICKS
This project relies
on the same
magnetic effects
seen in
investigation 28
but now the other
way up.
See how high you
can make a single
chain and
experiment with
different coin
arrangements.
Can the swinging
and rotating
effects still be
observed? (39)

How high?

How different?
40.
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tap gently

elastic gap

slide apart
This is very similar to the last but
the coins now stretch horizontally.
Enjoy tapping the elastic chain.
See how wide a gap and how
long a chain you can make.
You might also like to build
various structures by adding coins
as shown opposite. If you can
obtain two steel cans you can
attach the magnets to them and
rest your hands (see next ) (40).
41.
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31. LEVITATING PYRAMID
Support the magnets vertically by attaching them to steel food cans. For a
more spectacular effect you might like to raise the magnets by placing
empty match boxes beneath them (see diagram).
Make an elastic chain of 5 pennies similar to the one in the previous
investigation. Check that by gripping the bottom of the centre coin and
pulling down gently, the pennies can be made to bounce back and forth.
By holding the centre coin can you detach the whole row from one magnet
and attach it to the other without any of the coins falling?
How quickly can you build a levitating pyramid (triangle) of 15 coins by
standing more coins on their rims on top of this chain?
How often do you have to adjust the vertical position of the penny
attached to the magnet to prevent the pyramid collapsing?
Can you also hang coins below the first row, still keeping a gap between
the coins and one of the magnets?
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As you build up the
pyramid slide it down

Food can

Matchbox
(optional)

Flat surface
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32. PENNY BALLOONS
Fix some thread or thin string to a 2p coin using glue or
tape or use knots if you know how to stop the thread or
string from sliding off.
Alternatively make a paper stirrup by folding a piece of
paper and tearing a semicircular hole from the folded
edge.
Make a ruler bridge using books or other objects.
Place a magnet, arrows up, on top of the ruler and
hang a strung coin from just underneath.
Pull the string gently until the coin detaches from the
ruler. How far can you pull it away before the coin
falls?
Can you tape the string to the surface below so that
the balloon hangs on its own?
If you move the magnet what happens?
44.
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Does the penny balloon sometimes rotate into a different position. Why
is this? (41)
Try attaching another coin by its rim to the bare rim of a tied coin and attach
both to the underside of the ruler. What do you think will happen when you
slowly pull the string? Will the tied coin detach from the coin attached to the
ruler?
This experiment was the stimulus for those that follow. It has led to a
completely new way of demonstrating the power of magnetic fields.
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33. ON THE TIGHTWIRE
Find a steel wire coat hanger which will stick to the magnets.
Make two piles of books, or magazines approximately 15 cm / 6" high.
Space the piles 20 cm / 8" apart on a flat surface.
Wedge the coat hanger on its side between the piles so that the normally
straight lower edge of the hanger forms a bridge 6-7 cm / 2-3" above the
surface. Now wedge a ruler between the books so that it forms a horizontal
bridge 6-7 cm / 2-3" above the straight wire.
Place one magnet (arrows up) on top of the ruler and another (arrows up)
on the bottom surface directly under the bridging wire.
Stand one 2p coin on the wire immediately below the upper magnet.
Suspend another 2p coin from the wire immediately above the lower
magnet.
Move the magnets back and forth and notice how the coins roll along the
wire quite remote from the magnets. Notice how they can even pass each
other when rolling in opposite directions.
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This procedure for remotely rolling magnetic coins, or other magnetic discs
or spheres, along a defined metal path has been patented. Can you think of
various ways this phenomenon might be used to make moving (dynamic)
models for display purposes?(42)
Non-magnetic ruler

steel coat
hanger
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34. UP RAMPS OVER BRIDGES
You are now going to see something, until recently few people in the world
have ever seen! Can you find another steel wire coat hanger which will stick to
the magnets?
Can you make the normally horizontal straight part into a smooth curved arch
with supports at each end? The centre of the arch should be about two 1p
diameters (4 cm/ 1.5") high.
Fasten the supports to a piece of thin board (a large table mat or plastic tray
can be used) using tape or elastic bands. It is important to ensure that the ends
of the arch fit tightly to the board and there are no gaps into which a penny
could get stuck.
Place a 1p coin flat on the board. Using a magnet (arrows horizontal) under the
surface, slide the penny into contact with the ends of the wire arch.
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Slide the magnet to the other end of the arch with its length parallel to the wire.
The penny should follow, sliding flat on the surface.
Now turn the magnet so that the arrows point upwards. When the penny is slid
under the wire it now should stick to it. When the magnet is slowly slid away
spectacular things should happen. Can you describe them? (43)
With practice you should be able to roll the penny attached to the underside up
and over the arch. Can you make it pass over a pencil or small object? (44)
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Lie a magnet on a flat surface (arrows up).
Place a 2p coin on its rim on top of the
magnet. Grip another 2p coin by one edge
and touch the top of the coin on the magnet
with the opposite edge.
Pull the gripped coin slowly. Does the
gripped coin detach from the other coin or
does the other coin detach from the magnet?
Try moving the coins and magnet about.
What happens? (45)
Find an unopened steel can which is
attracted by the magnets. Place a magnet on
a flat surface (arrows up). Place a penny flat
on top so that half of it overlaps the edge.
Touch the overlapping edge with the rim of
the can. Raise the can slowly until the penny
detaches from the magnet and remains
suspended from the rim of the can.
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Keep the can in the same position and move the magnet underneath in line with
the rim of the can. What happens to the coin?
Attach a second coin to the suspended coin keeping the magnet directly below
but not touching it. Rotate the can. What happens to the coins? (46)
Place two magnets parallel to each other on a flat surface with their centres the
width of the can apart. Are you able to suspend two sets of "ear rings" from the
can without either of the sets touching the magnets?

Food can

51.
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36. BARREL ROLLING
Lie a steel can on its side on a flat
surface.
Hang a 1p coin vertically under a
magnet .
Lower the magnet until the coin
touches the can
Prise the magnet upwards from the
rim of the coin until a gap develops but
the coin remains vertical and attached
to the can.

steel can

Keeping the magnet steady rotate the
can. Does the penny rotate in the
opposite direction?
How do 2 or more different coins,
stacked on their rims behave?
52.
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37. LATIN DANCING

flat magnetic steel surfaces

Let´s repeat the barrel rolling investigation but using a flat, instead of a curved
surface, such as the top of a large can or biscuit tin. Using 3 coins can you
make a column which sways when the magnet is moved?
What happens if you have just two coins, not one on top of the other, but side
to side? When you move the magnet do they tend to move around together
without touching? Do you know any latin dances where this occurs? (47)
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38. PIROUETTING PENNIES
In Latin Dancing, the heavy magnetic steel surface prevented the coins being
attracted to the magnet. In this and the following investigations only the weight
of the coins themselves will prevent them being attracted to the magnet.
Because of the fine balance required, the easiest solution is to build a rigid
magnetic bridge to prevent the magnets moving.
Place on a flat surface, two bridge supports (e.g. books, plastic cups, bottles,
cartons, paper roll tubes, drinks mats, cards ) approximately 9 cm (3.5”) high
and about 23 cm (9”) apart.
Bridge the supports with a plastic or wooden ruler or strip, and clamp the two
Magic Penny magnets to the centre of the bridge so that all arrows face up or all
face down.
Try balancing a 2p coin on its rim, on the surface below the centre of the
magnets. If the coin jumps up to the magnet increase the height of the supports
slightly using cards or drinks mats and try again.
If it easily falls over decrease the height of the supports or place cards or mats
under the coin until it balances. (48)
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2

flat non-magnetic surface

A position should be reached where the coin remains balanced and can be spun
when pushed with a finger or when one side is blown gently.
Now try again with the 1p, 5p and 10 p coins with the magnets at the same height.
Are they able to be balanced and spun similarly? Why? (49)
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39. BLOW SPINNING TOWERS AND DIAMONDS
Make a magnetic bridge with supports approximately 10.5 cm (4.2 “) high.
Attach a 1p coin by its rim to the underside of the lower magnet and then a 2p
coin to it.
Grip the 2p coin with both hands and gently pull downwards until the 1p coin
leaves the magnet with both coins remaining attached to each other. Place the
2p coin on the surface so the coins remain balanced on their rims.
As before, if the coins jump up to the magnet increase the height of the
supports slightly. If the coins repeatedly fall over, lower the height slightly or
place card (s) under the coins. Try and spin the coin arrays by blowing.
Repeat with 4 coins instead of 2 and with the magnets set higher.
Add coins to the side of the columns so forming diamonds.
Can you think of another way of making a diamond?
Can you blow-spin a pentagon poppy or a 19 coin hexagon?
What is the largest diamond that has been blow-spun? (50)
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5
1
10

2

5
1

Hang chain
from magnets
then pull down
gripping middle
two coins with
two hands. (51)

10

2

Hang diamond
from magnets
then pull down.
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40. NOTES, DOLLAR BILLS AND STRING

2

Magic Penny Magnet Kit
In the Spinning Towers investigation the coins were balanced on a flat surface.
Although the surface was flat, the edge of the coin is curved and is very thin.
Can you show how, because of this, magnetic coins can be similarly balanced
on a thin edge. The edge of the front side of the open Magic Penny Magnet kit
box can be used for starting this investigation.
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5

1

1

2
string stretched
tightly between
supports - large
plastic bottles
filled with water
work well (52)

10

2

folded note,
bill, or piece
of card (53)
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41. SCIENCE ON A MATCH STICK
The discovery that magnetic coin
arrays can be balanced and spun
remotely from a magnet has led to the
scientific and artistic study of a wide
variety of different coin combinations
and balancing points.

5

The fact that the array opposite, and
many of the others illustrated in this
book, can be spun quite rapidly when
balanced on a flat surface, continues
to amaze experienced scientists. Why
not try to amaze your friends too?

2

5
2
5

2
5
2

5
2

5

10

Examples of other arrays and the
different things on which they have
been balanced are shown on the
opposite page.

Used matchstick
wedged into used
matchbox (54)
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apple
bank note
beaker
cocktail stick
cup
finger
egg
electric plug
knife edge
matchstick
pasta
peanut
pear
strawberry
string
shoelace
spider silk
twig
wine glass (55)

Most of the coin arrays balanced
on the objects listed, or blowspun
so far, have been based on these
horizontal and vertical diamonds.
How many different symmetrical
coin combinations can you obtain
by removing particular coins?
A snowflake array is highlighted in
white.
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42. MAGIC PENNY'S VALENTINE MOTOR
One of the most important things about magnetism is that it can cause
electricity to flow in a wire. The reverse is also true. Electricity, flowing
through a wire can produce magnetism. If this occurs near a magnet either
the magnet or the wire will move. This is the basis of the electric motor.
The motor shown opposite is a modern and very safe modification of the first
type of motor invented. (56). The batteries are AA size of 1.5 volts. The coins
lying flat on a pole face, and at the other end of the battery are of 1p.

, into a heart shape) is fairly stiff thin single
The wire (18.5 cm/ 7.5" long, bent
strand electrical wire. The earth wire commonly found in UK electric cables
works well. Some copper wire is coated with varnish (laquer). Before use, this
must be removed from the central and end parts of the wire that will be in
contact with the coins, by scraping or using sandpaper.
A little push and some adjustment of the wire may be required to get it to
rotate. But once this is achieved, the wire can spin until the batteries wear
out. (57)
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Rotation viewed from above
clockwise

clockwise



anti clockwise



N

What happens when the investigation is repeated but with the South pole of
the magnet facing upwards? (58)
63.
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43. KNIVES, SCREWDRIVERS AND SPOONS
In previous investigations you will have
seen how a 1p can be lifted by its rim from
the top of a magnet (arrows up) when it is
touched with another magnetic coin, or the
rim of a steel can, but that the 1p soon falls
off when the magnet is removed.
Now try and do the same thing again with
other steel objects which are attracted to
the magnets? How far away from a magnet
can you lift a penny by its rim using a
spoon, a screwdriver or a knife blade,
before the coin falls off?
Do table knife blades behave differently
from sharp (CARE) kitchen knife blades?
Does the size of the spoon or coin make
any difference?
Can you find some stainless steel objects
that are magnetic and some that are not?
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Select the knife with which you were able to lift a 1p the farthest.
Stroke the magnet in one direction along a flat face making sure that the arrow
on the end of the magnet is pointing towards the blade. Now try picking up a 1p
coin with the end of the blade. Try the same thing with a screw driver.
How do you think you could stop the knife or screwdriver attracting the coin?
How could you "demagnetise" it? Try stroking the magnet along the
magnetised knife blade or screwdriver making sure the magnet arrow is
pointing parallel to the blade. Try picking up the coin again with the blade. Can
you explain what has been happening? (58)
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44. MAGIC PENNY MAGNET COMPASS
Suspend one magnet (arrows
horizontal) by a long piece of
string (thread), tightly around
its middle. fasten the other
magnet (arrows horizontal) to a
book , or other weight laid on
the floor. Swing the suspended
magnet gently over the fixed
magnet and watch it move and
turn.
Carefully cut off the top of a plastic drinks bottle and cut notches on
opposite sides. Wrap an elastic band tightly end to end around one
magnet. Tie a short piece of thread to the band at one end.
Tie a loop in the other end of the thread and hang the magnet from a pencil.
Support the pencil in the notches in the bottle. (Adjust the length of the thread
so that the magnet hangs freely.) Stand the bottle away from metal objects and
allow the magnet to come to rest. What happens if you gently rotate the bottle?
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What happens when you bring the other magnet near the
bottle quickly or slowly? From how far away can you detect
the other magnet being rotated with and without different
amounts of coins covering it? (59)
Walk outside keeping the bottle as steady as possible.
What happens when you turn in different directions?
In which direction does the arrow point? The end or side of
a magnet which points towards the North is known as its
North seeking pole, that that points in the opposite
direction, its South seeking pole. For simplicity these are
often abbreviated to North (N) and South (S) poles.

N

Do you know where and when compasses were invented, of what they were
made originally, and why they behave as they do ? Did you know that the first
permanent magnetic observatory in Antarctica was set up by the Scottish
Royal Geographical Society in 1903 and has been maintained by Argentina
continuously ever since? (60)
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Although ceramic magnets retain their strength
much longer than normal bar magnets, they are
often brittle and can easily be broken. This is why
the Magic Penny magnet is covered in nonmagnetic stainless steel.
The actual magnet is in the form of a block
measuring 50 x 20 x 20 mm (20 mm is
approximately the diameter of a 1p coin). The
block is made of a ceramic (pottery clay-like)
material, formed by heating. The material
contains iron in a non-metallic form (as its oxide).
Tiny groups of iron atoms (domains) in the
material have been magnetically aligned
perpendicular to the length of the block, using
electrical coils through which large currents have
been passed. Because of the nature of the
material, the domains remain aligned after the
current is switched off and a permanent magnet
is formed.
68.

Unmagnetised

Bar magnet

Magic Penny magnet
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The zone of influence of a magnet is
known as its magnetic field. Magnetic fields
are often illustrated by drawing imaginary
"lines of force" emerging from the northseeking region (i.e. north pole ) of a
magnet and re-entering the south pole.
At the surfaces of the pole sides the
magnetic field of the Magic Penny
magnet has a strength of approximately
0.1 tesla (1000 gauss).
The non-magnetic coverings of the Magic
Penny have been chosen to avoid
distorting the shape of the magnetic field of
the actual ceramic magnet.
When a magnetic coin is placed in a
magnetic field the direction of the
imaginary lines of force passing through it
coincide with the planes of its faces.
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UK MAGNETIC COINS
The UK one penny coin has a long and noble history. It was probably
introduced into Britain during the reign of King Offa (circa 757 AD).
It was originally made of silver. (see: www.magicpenny.org).
As its value became less the penny was later made of copper and then
bronze. Since 1992 both the 1p and 2p coins have been made of mild steel.
They are electroplated with copper to prevent them going rusty and to look
similar to earlier coins.
In January 2012 UK 5p and 10p coins also made of steel were introduced.To
prevent corrosion and to appear silvery like the previous coins made of a
cupro-nickel alloy, they are electroplated with nickel. They are dated 2011 and
later. Unlike the 1p and 2p coins, both coins have milled edges.
The physical properties of the present UK magnetic coins are :
Property

1p

2p

5p

10p

Mass(g)

3.56

7.12

3.25

6.50

Diameter (mm)

20.3

25.9

18.0

24.5

Thickness (mm)

1.65

2.03

1.89

2.00
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In 1992 all the UK coins showed on one side (their obverse) the
crowned profile portrait of Queen Elizabeth II with the abbreviated Latin
inscription: ELIZABETH II D G REG F D (Elizabeth II by the Grace of
God Queen and Defender of the Faith) together with the year of issue.
The reverse of the penny coins showed a crowned portcullis, a motif
first used on coins issued in 1600 by Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
for international trade by the East India Company.
The 2p coins show on their reverse side the badge of the Prince of
Wales consisting of three ostrich plumes within a coronet with a ribbon
bearing the German motto: ICH DIEN (I serve).
In 2008 the design on the reverse faces of the 1p and 2p coins was
changed. The 1p now shows the central left hand segment of the royal
shield and the 2p the top right hand corner.
The reverse of the 5p coins shows the central portion of the shield with
the value printed across the middle. The 10p coin shows part of the
upper left hand segment of the shield with the value printed around the
upper rim.
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MAGNETIC COINS WORLDWIDE
The 1p and 2p coins issued by the United Kingdom in 1992 were by no means
the first magnetic coins. Ancient magnetic iron coins have been found in China
and Vietnam. Indeed in 1992, when the idea of using magnetic coins for use in
education was conceived, we have since found that several magnetic coins had
been circulating in several countries for many years including, Argentina,
Canada, France, Germany, Holland, Italy and Switzerland. These were made of
iron (usually plated or clad with copper, nickel, zinc or bronze), or of pure nickel,
(which is also magnetic), or of magnetic stainless steel.
The advantage of the UK 1p and 2p coins was their relatively low cost and the
fact that their rims were circular, unmilled, raised, and exactly at right angles to
the plane of the coin making for excellent rim to rim contact and close packing.
On 1 January 2002, Euro coins came into circulation in those twelve member
states of the European Union (EU) who had agreed to adopt a single currency.
The 1and 2 Euro coins are magnetic due to their nickel content, and provide
interesting opportunities for investigation. But their two part nature and nonmagnetic metal content makes them only weakly magnetic overall, and they are
unsuitable for many of the investigations described here.
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In contrast, the low value 1, 2 and 5 Euro cent coins are,
like the UK penny, made of copper plated steel and can be
used in the investigations described. Do you know that
eight Euro 1 cent coins (E) fit almost perefectly around a
UK 2p coin?
E

In recent years, as the prices of copper and nickel have
soared, more and more countries have begun issuing
plated or stainless steel coins. Over 600 different coins,
dating back to 1881, from some 70 countries, have now
been identified by Ciencias y Artes Patagonia. Surely there
are many more magnetic coins waiting to be studied.
Because of their different diameters, and colours, mixing
these and the UK coins, increases enormously the
opportunity for creativity and for close-packing studies.
From whatever country, the more coins and the more
Magic Penny Magnets available, the greater the
opportunities. For further information, and photographs of
beautiful arrays/mandalas that have been constucted
using magnetic frames and magnetic mats see:
www.MagneticCoins.info. and YouTube: Magnetic Coins
73.
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ASSISTANCE AND ANSWERS
1.The coins are not themselves magnets. They are called "magnetic"
because they can easily be picked up by a magnet. Scientists describe
them as being "ferromagnetic". (For more information see websites:
www.magicpenny.org and www.MagneticCoins.info.)
2. Albert Szent Györgyi was a Nobel Prize winner who discovered
vitamin C. He was also fascinated by the possible important role of
electricity and magnetism in living systems.
attraction
3. Rotation changes the local magnetic field and the magnets separate
3 attraction and 3 separation positions are shown.
4. The north seeking pole - commonly called the north pole of the
magnet.
5. The magnetic field.
6. Gravity.
7.The coins act as a keeper, changing the magnetic field and reducing its
strength at a distance.
8 Changing the magnets and the position and thickness of the book
separation
changes the magnetic field in the area in which the penny is situated.
The position of the penny consequently changes.
9. c -left or right ; d - up or down; e - up or down.
10. Often it is easier to use two hands and to add two, sometimes three, coins at
once. For the large rectangular array lie the first row of 5 coins and add coins in pairs
starting at the end.
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11. How well circular coins pack together in particular geometrical combinations depends on the
relative diameters of the coins involved. For a simple circular ring of coins, all of the same
diameter, where all the coins touch both an imaginary outer circle and an imaginary inner circle,
the diameter of the central coin which gives the best fit, can be calculated using classical
geometry.
Only in the case of a ring of 6 coins do the coins pack perfectly round a central coin. Only in this
case is the value of the relative ratio of outer to inner coin diameters equal to an exact number,
in this case 1. In all other cases it is likely that an exact number will never be found. The degree
of perfection must remain dependent on the degree of accuracy to which the ratio of the
diameters is calculated.
In the case of an array with 5 coins in the outer ring, the ratio of the diameters of the central coin
to that of the outer coins for best fit is equal to: 1.4259 and a tiny bit more. The ratio of the
diameters of the 2p (25.9mm) and 5p (18.0mm) is equal to: 1.4388 and a tiny bit more!! (within 1
percent of the theoretically perfect fit, surely only by chance)
Circle packing, kissing circles, and how the terms "exactness", "packing density" "best close
packing", "near perfect fit" or "degree of perfection" are defined, determined and applied, has a
long history with scientists and mathematicians such as Kepler, Descartes, Gauss, Lagrange
and Soddy, taking a keen interest. Kissing circles have long been an important feature of art and
culture, for example in Japan they can be found on hanging wooden tablets (Sangaku).
12. Recognising structures which are the same, but differently orientated, or are mirror images of
each other, is an important aspect of organic and biological chemistry The last two arrays on the
bottom row are identical. (The order of the ring coins reading clockwise is the same, however
the arrays are orientated: 2, 5, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5.). Both of these arrays are mirror images of the first
array of the last row. (The coins are,in the same order when read anti-clockwise). Ignoring face
details (in silhouette), coins arrays which are mirror images will look the same as each other if
one array is turned around, or is seen from behind.
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13. The coins above the holes are held tightly together forming a lintel as in a window.
14. Each row has one less than the row below it. With a base of 10 coins there are
10+9+8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1=55 coins. If there are n coins or cans in the base, the total is given
by (n/2)(n+1) i.e. A base of 100 would need (100/2)(100+1)=50x101=5050.
15. This is the way to pack 19 coins into the smallest circle possible (see MagneticCoins.info
for geometry). Place three pennies in a triangle centrally. Grip two more together and attach
to one side. Repeat on the other side. Place a central penny on top. Ensure all are as in the
diagram, then add more coins.
16. from the Greek “iso” meaning “equal” and “meros” meaning parts.
17. 169 see the Golden and Silver Hexagons of Patagonia at www.capat.org
18. The pattern in a honeycomb or in fruit shop displays.
19. In opposite directions: up and down.
20. a. Ensure the magnets are arrows up. b. Grip ten coins together in a stack and place on
the 2p. Add the top 2p whilst holding the others and moving the lower 2p to a position of
balance. c. Place two 1p coins flat on a magnet slightly apart. Stand another at right-angles
to the magnet on top of each and place two 2p coins flat on top. d. Hold two 1p vertically
together on the magnet then attach a third to them touching both and at right angles. Stand
another two coins vertically on the magnet and push all together ensuring the central coin
remains in the centre. e. Build both towers at the same time.
21. Yes.
22. Ensure 2p coins are sitting vertically on top of the magnet
and each stage is compact before going further.
23. See diagram opposite. Another 1 p coin is situated behind the
2p in a similar position to the central coin in front.
The non-magnetic coin slips between the back and front coins.
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24. Moving the side coins changes the overall shape of the magnetic field and its strength in
different positions under the bird.
25. When adding just one or two coins they jump from the middle of the magnet. Even with 5
coins the pile is not easy to keep in place and the top coin tends to jump on to its rim.
26. As the position of the magnet moves in relation to the coin, the forces between the coin and
the magnet on different sides of the point of contact no longer balance and the coin rolls and
takes up a more balanced (stable/ relaxed/ less energetic) new position.
27. 1.3.
28. The relative number of revolutions is determined by the ratio of the circumferences of the
coins. Since these are proportional to their diameters, the relative number of revolutions is
26mm / 20mm = 1.3. This is known as the gear ratio.

!
29. No. Adjacent cogwheels in contact must rotate in opposite directions,
one clockwise, the other anticlockwise. With three wheels all in contact
one wheel would have to rotate in two directions at once! Slipping must
therefore occur unless two wheels come out of alignment and overlap.
30. Most of the suspended structures can be built holding the magnet in
one hand arrows up. However, if your arms get tired or are unsteady try
attaching the magnet to the underside of a ruler supported by books or
boxes. Some can even be built with the ruler between the magnet and
coins (see p.31).
31 a. Notice how two dangling chains hang apart. Touch one chain with a penny and pull the
penny until it touches the other? d. Add the non-magnetic coin last. This is probably easier
supporting two magnets between a ruler and using two hands.
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32. No. Neglecting small differences due to the different face designs, the coins are
magnetically symmetrical.
33. 1 hour 2 seconds (by Morag Oliver at the Edinburgh Science Festival in 1993
(see:www.magicpenny.org).
34. Over 1,000 rpm (revolutions per minute). Using both a laser counter and a stroboscope
(courtesy Dr B Vojnovic, Gray Laboratory, UK, see www.magicpenny.org ).
35. Because the coins are magnetically symmetrical (ignoring the very small effects of the
different face designs) there is a 50 per cent chance of the the final orientation being
“heads” or “tails”. Thus in a series of 100 tests there will be on average 50 “heads”.
36. The distance of the coin pivot from the magnet affects its stiffness: the diameter of the
coin that is being blown affects the leverage that can be applied.
37. 9 British 1p or 23 German pfennigs using three magnets above and below (see
www.magicpenny.org).
38. The magnetic field changes (see p. 69)
39. You may find it easier in each case to lie the lower magnet on a flat surface (arrow up)
and hold the other magnet slightly above (arrow up). Slowly increase the distance between
the magnets as you add coins maintaining a gap between the coins and one magnet.
40. The vertical magnets should have their arrows pointing in the same direction.
41. The coin aligns itself in the local magnetic field.
42. A magic penny roundabout in which 8 pennies are suspended by their rims from a wire
ring, and made to rotated continually - a dinosaur along which pennies can be rolled from
head to tail (see www.magicpenny.org).
43. Initially the penny attaches to the wire with its face at right angles to it. As it is drawn up
the wire the penny aligns itself with it and rolls attached to the wire over the magnet.
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44. As long as the object does not interfere with the magnetic field or obstruct the penny,
the penny will pass over it
45. The overall magnetic field results in the attractive forces between the coins being
greater than that between the nearer coin and the permanent magnet. Therefore pulling on
the upper coin detaches the nearer coin from the surface of the magnet. The coins
reposition themselves when the magnetic field changes. When the field due to the magnet is
removed completely the coins fall apart.
46. The coins remain attached to the can over the magnet and rotate around the rim when
the can or magnet is moved.
47. The Paso Doble perhaps?
48. For these and other balancing challenges, it might be useful to watch the related videos
on the YouTube Channel: "MagneticCoins" and at www.magicpenny.org.
49. An interesting question for mathematicians and physicists, probably connected with the
inverse square law and the fact that the mass of a coin is related to the square of its
diameter.
50. A diamond array of 49 Euro 1c coins. See YouTube for a video showing 36 UK 5p coins
spinning with a background photograph of a Northumbrian winter.
51. Patience is required. The distance of the point of balance from the magnet has to be
found by experiment. For successful spinning it may have to be accurate to within the
thickness of a playing card! See: www.MagneticCoins.info for many related photographs.
52. In all balancing experiments it is important that the magnets and balancing points are as
rigid as possible and do not wobble. When using plastic bottles the ruler should be fixed to
the tops. Tape can be used or holes can be drilled though the ruler and bottle tops and the
bridge made sufficiently secure with loose fitting nails.
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53.This balancing feat, using a US dollar, bill was first shown publicly by Ciencias and Artes
Patagonia at a lecture in the Museum of Paleontology Egidio Feruglio, Trelew, Patagonia,
Argentina, in February 2012, and later at the Royal Institution in London. An image of 4 coins
balanced on a 20 pound UK note, on which a picture of Michael Faraday lecturing at the Royal
Institution is printed, can be found at www.magicpenny.org.
54. Here the height can be more easily adjusted by varying the length of the matchstick
protruding from the box. A diamond array of 4 coins of Uruguay (1 peso 1983, the smallest
magnetic coin so far encountered), has been blow spun balanced on a matchstick, see:
YouTube Channel: MagneticCoins
55. A large number of related images, dedicated to Victor James Coates,and Klaus-Dieter
Asmus, enthusiastic supporters of the work of Ciencias y Artes Patagonia, were shown at an
exhibition held in Puerto Madryn, Patagonia in January 2013 (see: www.capat.org)
56. A video of this homopolar motor is available on YouTube Channel: MagneticCoins. It is
based on the original, using mercury, built by Michael Faraday, at The Royal Institution.
57. The direction of rotation in each case is reversed.
58.The magnetic domains in the knife blade are aligned and remain in the ordered orientation
after the magnet has been removed.
59. The magnet in the bottle rotates. When the external magnet is covered in coins its effect is
much less.
60. We have greatly enjoyed developing these investigations. We have learned so much
ourselves in doing so. We are very grateful to the many people, young and old, who have
helped us so enthusiastically (see our website acknowledgements). Although we hope you
agree there is nothing "magic" in the sense of being supernatural about the pennies, we
do hope that your investigation of magnetism using them, has been a "magical
experience".
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This 20th Anniversay 4th Edition of "Investigating Magnetism" has been written for
internet publication and for distribution in the expanded 2014 version of the Magic
Penny Magnet Kit, containing freshly minted 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p, UK coins and
manufactured by Dowling Magnets, CA, USA (www.dowlingmagnets.com).
The authors are particularly grateful to María Victoria Canullo (astrophysicist),
Claudia Didoné (teacher) Jorge Dignani (engineer) and Pedro Saizar
(astrophysicist) of Ciencias y Artes Patagonia, Argentina (www.capat.org) for their
encouragement and assistance, which has been so vital to the development and
writing of this greatly expanded edition.
The Magic Penny Trust is also grateful to Brunel University (www.brunel.ac.uk),
the Institute of Physics,(www.iop.org) and The Royal Institution, London,
(www.rigb.org) for their sponsorship of the kit, and to the The Royal Mint, and the
National Westminster and HSBC banks, for their help in obtaining UK pennies for
Magic Penny projects.
For more information and teaching notes see:

www. MagicPenny .org and www. MagneticCoins .info
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